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Following a general introdution to the subjet (Setion I), the �rst part of the present review

(Setion II) is devoted to unertainties of analytial and numerial analyses of energy dissipation in

superonduting aelerator magnets working at relatively high ramp rate. The loss experimental

tehniques are disussed as well as the soure of error in the measurements. The orrelation between

the interstrand resistane of Rutherford strutures and quenh urrent behaviour of superonduting

magnets are onsidered. In the seond part of this review (Setion III) some important problems of

the ooling of insertion quadrupoles for Large Hadron Collider (CERN) are presented. Experimental

results below 2 K are interpreted by possible self-sustained pumping based on quantum-mehanial

fountain e�et in superuid

4

He.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many previous entury disoveries in superondutiv-

ity are still important subjet for physis researh and

this tendeny will proeed probably for years to ome.

Unfortunately, appliation of suh unique and very use-

ful from industrial point of view phenomenon like super-

ondutivity is not very wide so far but for some periods

of enthusiasm (in the 60s and 70s after the development

of A{15 materials) or real euphoria (after the disov-

ery of HTS). These days's people are learning to believe

that the new lass borum superondutors or very re-

ently disovered high-temperature C

60

superondutors

will have a bright appliation future. Aording to our

experiene, however, it is too early to predit.

In fat superondutivity at present is used as real

ommerial appliation on a limited number of oa-

sions: teleommuniation �lters, small energy storages,

superonduting magnets for MRI. There are some other

projets for large sale appliation of superondutiv-

ity like: levitation transport, large utility system energy

storages, transmission lines, urrent limiters, et., whih

sometimes are very ative but from time to time die out

due to lak of interest and funds.

A real large-sale high urrent/high magneti �eld ap-

pliation of superondutivity is magnets for modern a-

elerator physis, high energy physis, and thermonu-

lear fusion researh. This is, however, a situation when

siene works for siene, not for industry. Nevertheless,

making superonduting magnets for high power aeler-

ators (olliders) and thermonulear fusion devies is very

useful beause apart from other better properties it saves

a lot of energy whih in pratie makes development of

suh huge mahines visible (Superonduting Superol-

lider, Large Hadron Collider, International Thermonu-

lear Experimental Reator, Large Helial Devie) and

muh heaper for the soiety.

The aim of this work is to address spei� problems

of superonduting aelerator magnets. Those problems

make properties of a partiular magnet unaeptable.

They also ause a signi�ant spread of magnet harater-

istis when a large number of magnets must be produed

(approximately 10000 were needed for the Superon-

duting Superollider main ring). In other words, eah

magnet beomes more or less a unique one whih makes

it diÆult for the aelerator to operate.

Generally speaking, besides some tehnologial prob-

lems of making superonduting magnets, many prob-

lems of high urrent/high �eld appliation of superon-

dutivity arise from the properties of superonduting

material used. That is why any large projet of ap-

pliation of superondutivity requires spei� program

for development of partiular superonduting materials

that are usually ommerially available but not suitable

for a partiular appliation. Basially, superonduting

material besides high ritial parameters or a partiular

ombination of two of them should posses good enough

mehanial properties, low level of AC losses in ase of

alternating �eld or urrent, et. Unfortunately, the only

material widely used at present for building large mag-

nets is the NbTi alloy made almost 50 years ago. This

is beause NbTi has relatively high ritial urrent and

�eld at 4 K, good mehanial properties and dutility,

available metallurgial methods for massive prodution

of long wires and di�erent tehnologies for making mul-

ti�lamentary wires with miron and submiron size �l-

aments. There are also various tehniques available for

limiting the indued urrents into the opper matrix of

NbTi ondutors, methods for adjusting the RRR, et.

It is urious to mention that A{15 materials (Nb

3

Sn

and Nb

3

Ge for instane) developed in the 60s and 70s

are still not very suitable for magnet appliation due to

poor mehanial properties of A{15s with their better

than NbTi ritial urrent and �eld at 4 K. Require-

ments for a higher �eld of magnets are ful�lled so far

using NbTi and lowering the operational temperature

down to 1:8� 1:9 K. This allows to inrease the ritial
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urrent density of NbTi, ahieve higher �eld and avoid

the appliation of Nb

3

Sn (Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

under development at CERN). Speaking of high temper-

ature superondutors (HTS) besides very intensive ef-

fort to develop good high urrent/high �eld material the

goal has not been ahieved yet. There are some projets

at present, however, to develop pretty long YBCO tape

based on stainless steel substrate with a ritial urrent

density of 1 MA/m

2

at 77 K and 4� 5 T. This kind of

properties obviously will be good enough for some power

appliation of HTS in near future.

The problems of appliation of superondutivity in

our opinion have not just tehnial bakground but also

pure psyhologial one. On many oasions superon-

duting power devies are smaller in size, with higher

eÆieny, equal or heaper in prie but they have not

been aepted by the industry. This ould be explained

by some onservative traditions in prodution and trade

business and a lak of trust in modern ryogenis and su-

perondutivity devies for a reliable operation. Unfor-

tunately, suh onservatism always exists in the soiety

against something revolutionary new. A typial example

of it is the story of the power transmission line projet of

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), USA [1℄. The

Advaned Tehnology Division of BNL developed and

built a 100 m superonduting AC power transmission

line (1 GW three phase power) in the late 70s and early

80s, and omprehensively tested it. The projet was very

suessful demonstrating wonderful behaviour of super-

ondutivity at any fault onditions like an overload,

higher voltage, ryogeni refrigerator fault, et. Never-

theless, the projet was \frizzed out" and not taken from

the utility ompanies besides that several projets for

utilizing suh a line in the Long Island, the New York

City and the State of Pennsylvania have been oÆially

onsidered.

In some ases, however, traditional tehnologies re-

main very heap whih must be taken as a main ob-

stale for appliation of superondutivity. This is basi-

ally the situation with superonduting eletronis and

widely used so far semionduting silion tehnology, in

partiular.

II. ENERGY DISSIPATION

IN SUPERCONDUCTING ACCELERATOR

MAGNETS

A. Analysis and losses alulation

As was mentioned above, energy dissipation ould be

a problem in superonduting aelerator magnets when

the magneti �eld/urrent ramp rate is relatively high

(in order of 0.1 T/s, 100 A/s or higher). This was

the ase with dipole magnets (DM) for High Energy

Booster (HEB) for the Superonduting Superollider

(SSC) Projet [2, 3℄. Below we are going to onsider how

the analysis of AC loss in suh magnets ould be ar-

ried out, whih are major soures of loss, unertainties

in its alulation, major soures of error in loss alula-

tion, et. Experimental tehniques of loss measurements

of short superonduting samples of Rutherford ables

and model dipole magnets are also disussed. Some more

detailed onsideration is given to the eletri method for

AC loss measurements in magnets at 4 K. The alorimet-

ri method used in superuid helium below 2 K is also

onsidered.

A major soure of energy dissipation in the superon-

dutor of an aelerator dipole (HEBDMs of SSC are

taken as an example) is the magnetization hysteresis in

the superonduting �laments, intrastrand (wire matrix)

oupling urrent losses, interstrand (Rutherford able)

oupling urrent loss, and sometimes in the ase of very

thin �laments | proximity e�et losses in the matrix

between �laments.

The hysteresis in the �laments produes a loss whih

does not depend on the frequeny or ramp rate of the

magneti �eld or transport urrent. Losses are given by

the magnetization hysteresis loop [M = f(B)℄ area.

The intrastrand oupling through the ooper matrix

is a soure of eddy urrent type of losses that depend

on the �eld/urrent ramp rate. These losses enlarge the

area of the magnetization loop depending on the ramp

during the �eld/urrent yle. If the ramp is onstant

during the yle, the inrease of the loop area will be

uniform throughout the yle (at any B of the yle). In

order to limit intrastrand indued urrents and loss, a

high resistivity CuNi barriers an be introdued around

the �lament bundles. This kind of tehnology is widely

used for relatively high frequeny multi�lamentary su-

perondutors.

The interstrand oupling in the Rutherford able re-

ates another omponent of eddy urrent type loss that

depends on the ramp rate and again inreases the magne-

tization loop area. To establish a real value of interstrand

urrents is not an easy task and we are going to disuss

it later on. We will only mention here that in order to

ontrol the level of interstrand resistane people try to

hoose proper onditions of oil uring or over the on-

dutor with an oxide layer (ebanol, for instane) or by a

speial alloy (Sn + 5%Ag).

In some multi�lamentary superondutors with fairly

small �lament diameter the inter�lament spaing be-

omes equal or smaller than the doubled oherent length

of the superondutor. In this ase a weak indued super-

ondutivity (proximity e�et) an exist in the normal

metal matrix. The indued superondutivity between

�laments an make AC behaviour at low �eld like the

\mono�lament" one whih obviously enlarges the loss

near B = 0. This an ause a sharp inrease of hys-

teresis loop area near zero �eld whih like the magne-

tization loss of �laments does not depend on the ramp

rate or frequeny. At higher �eld the loss inrease be-

omes nonessential beause the proximity e�et dimin-

ishes quikly with the �eld. To avoid the proximity e�et

loss inrease submiron �lament tehnology of superon-

dutors for AC appliation introdues a small amount

of ingredients (Ni, Mn) in order to redue the matrix

RRR and limit the proximity e�et. Mn is onsidered
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a very e�etive sattering material beause Mn atoms

ause a ip-op of the spin of onduting eletrons and

very small amounts of Mn (0.5wt%) an make substan-

tial redution of RRR.

The average of the bipolar yle magnetization power

hysteresis loss in the superondutor is given by a double

integral over entire indution range and entire volume of

the magnet oil:

hW

s

h

i =

�

2�

0

T

r

Z Z

M dB dV ; (1)

where � is the ratio of the superondutor ross setion

to the entire ross setion of multi�lamentary superon-

dutor, �

0

is the magneti permeability of vauum, T

r

is the time of �eld/urrent ramp up from 0 to B

max

or

down from B

max

to 0, M is the magneti moment, B is

the magneti indution, V is the total volume of stabi-

lized multi�lamentary superondutor.

Losses an be alulated both analytially and numer-

ially using simple ritial state formulas beause �la-

ments of approximately 10 � in diameter are fully pene-

trated by magneti ux at low indution of about 500 G.

In other words, at all �elds of interest we have a full

penetration of ux. It must be noted that both meth-

ods give results pretty losed to experimentally obtained

�lament magnetization losses. For analytial alulation

the magnetization is given by

M =

2

3�

�

0

J



d

f

; (2)

where J



is the ritial urrent density in the �laments,

and d

f

is the �lament diameter.

Aording to the Kim{Anderson ritial state

model [4℄

J



=

2J



(B

0

)B

0

B + B

0

; (3)

where B

0

and J



(B

0

) = J

0

=2 are material onstants.

The analytial method uses a linear distribution of

magneti indution aross the magnet oil where the lo-

al maximum indution ahieved during a ramp yle

varies from B

1

to B

2

.

Thus, after integration the resulting average power loss

is

hW

s

h

i =

4�V

3�T

r

d

f
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0
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�
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0
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1
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0
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�
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�
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B

0

�

� 1

��

: (4)

The numerial method is a little more aurate and

gives results loser to the experimental data. In order to

gain auray the inuene of the transport urrent on

the magnetization is taken into aount. The magneti

moment beomes

M =

2

3�

�

0

J



d

f

�

1�

J

J



�

;

where J is the transport urrent density.

Also the omputed nonlinear distribution of magneti

�eld throughout the oil ross setion is used. The situa-

tion with the intrastrand oupling losses is quite similar

in terms that both the analytial and the numerial al-

ulations of losses are lose to the experimentally mea-

sured ones providing use of orret RRR of the matrix.

The analytial method uses the linear distribution of

magneti indution. The following integral over the total

oil volume gives loss power:

hW

st

e

i =

�

0

�

et

�

L

2�

�

2

Z

�

�B

�t

�

2

dV

=

2V

3�

0

B

3

2

� B

3

1

B

2

� B

1

�

T

2

r

(5)

with

� =

�

0

2�

et

�

L

2�

�

2

;

and

�

�1

et

=

1

�

t

+

w

a�

m

+

aw

�

m

�

2�

L

�

2

:

Here �

t

= (1 + �)=(1� �) is the transverse resistivity in

the high ontat resistane limit [5℄, w is the thikness

of the ooper jaket of multi�lamentary ondutor, a is

the �lament bundle radius of multi�lamentary ondu-

tor, �

m

is the normal metal resistivity at given tempera-

ture and �eld, i. e., inluding magnetoresistivity part, L

is the twist pith length of the strand.

The numerial method uses experimental data for in-

trastrand oupling urrent magnetization of partiular

ondutor. Power losses in the magnet oil are given by

an integral over entire oil volume:

hW

st

e

i = 2

Z

�

st

�

�B

�t

�

2

dV ; (6)
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where �

st

= (M

e

=2B) is the eddy urrent deay time

onstant within the strand experimentally obtained and

M

e

is the measured eddy urrent magnetization of the

multi�lamentary superondutor.The numerial method

of alulation of intrastrand loss is using the omputed

non-linear distribution of the derivative of magneti in-

dution.

The aurate amount of losses aused by interstrand

oupling urrent in Rutherford ables an not be ob-

tained analytially due to the lak of knowledge of real

interstrand resistane. Assuming some reasonable in-

terstrand resistane and using the model proposed by

G. Morgan [6℄ for braids someone an try to estimate

the interstrand oupling loss in a Rutherford able. This

approah an give very wrong result, however. The an-

alytial or numerial method an be applied also if the

interstrand oupling deay time onstant for the parti-

ular able is available. The interstrand losses beome

hW

st�st

e

i = 2

Z

�

st�st

�

�B

�t

�

2

dV

=

2

3�

0

V (1� �)

B

3

2

�B

3

1

B

2

�B

1

�

st�st

T

2

r

; (7)

where �

st�st

is the interstrand eddy urrent deay time

onstant of a partiular Rutherford able. The integral

above is over entire volume of magnet oil. It must be

notied that sine �

st�st

depends on number of strands

in square (N

2

), able width (h), and twist pith length in

square (L

2

) [6℄ someone an believe that knowing exper-

imental data for similar Rutherford able (with di�erent

number of strands or width for instane) the following

saling an be applied:

�

st�st

s

= �

st�st

ex

h

h

ex

�

N

N

ex

�

2

�

L

L

ex

�

2

;

where �

st�st

s

is the saled interstrand oupling deay time

onstant for Rutherford able under onsideration, �

st�st

ex

is the experimentally obtained interstrand oupling de-

ay time onstant for a similar Rutherford able, h;N;L

are the parameters (as above) of the able under onsid-

eration, and h

ex

; N

ex

; L

ex

are the measured parameters

of a similar Rutherford able.

Aording to our experiene, however, suh an ap-

proah does not work properly and an produe very

big disrepany with the experimental data as we an

see later on. This disrepany obviously is a result of a

variety of surfae onditions of the strands and di�erent

interstrand resistane as a result. We are going to disuss

how we have determined that fat further on.

The magnetization hysteresis in the yoke material

ould be another major soure of energy dissipation

in superonduting aelerator magnets. Losses of yoke

magnetization are given as a double integral over entire

indution range and entire volume of the magnet yoke:

hW

y

i =

1

2�

0

T

r

Z Z

M dB dV : (8)

Here problems ould arise when someone tries to alu-

late dissipation for monopolar yle (urrent/�eld hange

from zero up and down to zero only). The problem a-

tually omes from the fat that magnetization hysteresis

area for monopolar yle is not known for many mag-

neti materials. That is why preise alulation requires

experimental measurements of monopolar magnetization

of material under onsideration.

Our analysis and alulation of HEBDM of SSC have

shown that seond order e�ets of energy dissipation an

be onsidered as follows:

� Proximity e�et oupling (after redution of ma-

trix RRR by adding 0.5wt%Mn as ingredient to

the ooper).

� Transport urrent distribution e�ets.

� Flux penetration through the �lament saturated

layer.

� Eddy urrents in the yoke, ollar, and wedges.

� Mehanial hysteresis.

The total error in loss alulation was evaluated to be

approximately 30%. This, in fat, predited error omes

from:

� Approximations used in theoretial models.

� Unertainty in interstrand oupling and variation

of RRR.

� Readjustment of J



(B; T ) experimental surfae for

di�erent ables.

� Unertainty in monopolar yoke hysteresis area.

� Negleting the seond order e�ets of dissipation.

The unertainty in interstrand oupling in reality

turned out to be a very large soure of error due to huge

variety of interstrand resistane of Rutherford ables. Ex-

periments on short able samples and model magnets

have shown that the real dissipation an be a fator of

2� 3 higher than the alulated one.

B. Measurement methods

Eletrial Method

The eletrial method is used at temperature 4.2 K

and above for both the energy dissipation in short piees

of Rutherford ables [7℄ and the loss measurements in

magnets [8, 9℄. The method for short samples of able is

based on the measurements of yle magnetization:

hQ

ss

i =

I

M dH : (9)
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The method uses magneti �eld, H, and magneti mo-

ment, M , pik up oils arrangement. Samples should be

several able pith length long in order to allow a proper

averaging of interstrand oupling. The samples should

be plaed subsequently in a oil form that ontains two

saddle shaped oils. One of the oils is a dummy oil

that permits the subtration of the magnetizing �eld in

a standard way. A small movable oil usually is provided

to enable a more preise nilling of the bakground sig-

nal. The length of the sensing oils should be over one

pith length with the objetive of being insensitive to

end e�ets aused by �nite sample length. The absolute

sensitivity of the sensing oils ould be determined by

substituting a oil of wire wound on a bobbin the same

size and shape as the able sample, and measuring the re-

sponse to a known urrent in the alibrating oil. A typ-

ial magnetization hysteresis loop of a SSC able sample

obtained at Westinghouse Siene and Tehnology Cen-

ter (WSTC) in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is shown in

Fig. 1. Measurements were made four times per seond

over the length of the yle. The tilt of the plot (Fig. 1)

is aused by an imperfet null, and is easy taken into a-

ount. It should be remarked that the area enlosed by

the urve, whih is of primary interest, is not a�eted by

making this orretion.

Fig. 1. Raw data of Rutherford able magnetization, M

vs. magnet transport urrent, I, as obtained for unpressur-

ized sample at a magneti indution ramp rate of 50 mT/s.

The failure of the hysteresis loop to lose upon itself for

the most part may be orreted by assuming that a small

onstant o�set was present throughout the yle. This

typially was on the order of a tenth of a mirovolt, and is

probably of thermal origin. The method desribed above

atually is a pretty standard method for magnetization

measurements. The problems here ould arise from the

neessity of applying of 50� 100 MPa prestress load on

the speimen during magnetization measurements simu-

lating the real onditions in an aelerator magnet.

Fig. 2 shows data for total energy loss per yle per

ubi meter measured for Rutherford able. The loss of

a able made of 2.5 � multi�lamentary ondutor with

0.5wt% Mn in the matrix is shown as sample 1 (squares

\�" and best �t solid line). The dissipation in a able

made of 6 � multi�lamentary ondutor is shown as sam-

ple 2 (irles \Æ" and best �t solid line). Dashed lines in

Fig. 2 illustrate the estimated loss using similar equations

to Eqs. (4) and (5) of this paper. The oupling losses vary

linearly with the ramp rate. No di�erene was found for

the loss per yle for any sample when it was rotated

90 degrees, so the losses due to interstrand oupling for

these samples were small ompared to all other losses.

In other words, the slop of the lines shown in Fig. 2 rep-

resents the intrastrand oupling loss only. This an be

explained upon the fat that prestress pressure was not

applied on the samples, i. e., the interstrand resistane

of the ables was relatively very high. The magnetiza-

tion hysteresis losses of �laments in the ables are given

by the interept of experimental lines on y-axis in Fig. 2.

It an be seen learly in Fig. 2 that intrastrand oupling

of 2.5 � ondutor is substantially redued due to adding

of Mn and derease of RRR of the ooper matrix. The

e�et of prestress pressure on the interstrand oupling

loss is shown in Fig. 3. Obviously the prestress onsider-

ably redues the interstrand resistane in the able and

enhanes the interstrand oupling. Correspondingly, the

interstrand oupling losses dissipation rises onsiderably

(Fig. 3). Results for two di�erent samples (pressurized

and unpressurized) and two di�erent sample positions

are shown in Fig. 3. For the position perpendiular to

the �eld measurement data are shown by the upper lines

(irles and squares) and for the parallel to the �eld sam-

ples are shown by the lower lines (triangular and rhom-

bi). One an see in the �gure an exellent agreement for

the hysteresis losses, as indiated by the y-interepts.

Fig. 2. Short able sample loss per yle vs. magnet indu-

tion ramp rate.

The most likely interpretation of the results shown

in Fig. 3 is the following: Any interstrand oupling loss

should be larger when the �eld is perpendiular to the

able, beause muh larger urrent loops are available

for this geometry. In fat, the interstrand oupling for
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the parallel ase an be negleted. In ontrast, the in-

trastrand oupling losses should be isotropi in a trans-

verse �eld, sine the rotation of irular strand in the �eld

should not a�et the loss (the small angle due to the a-

ble twist pith is negleted in this argument). Thus, the

entire di�erene between the perpendiular and parallel

loss should result from the interstrand oupling.

The method for dissipation measurements in magnets

is based on the fat that the energy dissipation during

the yle equals the di�erene between energy in and

out the magnet. It must be notied, however, that this

method requires preise subtration of two numbers that

are pretty lose to eah other. Many problems of this

method are related to the authentiity of loss number (a

result of subtration mentioned above). The loss number

is usually three orders of magnitude smaller than the

value of the energy in or out the magnet. That is why a

alibration of the eletri method is required before mag-

net loss measurements. We are going to disuss a possi-

ble error of measurements and the alibration method

requirement later on.

Fig. 3. E�et of prestress on dissipation in Rutherford a-

bles.

The urrent ramp in aelerator magnets is linear vs.

time (Fig. 4a). The �eld ramp is not exatly linear be-

ause of iron saturation but we are going to onsider

a linear urrent/�eld ramp for simpliity. If the super-

onduting magnet was an ideal indutane the voltage

waveform L(�I=�t) oming from the magnet would be

like that shown in Fig. 4b. During the ramp, however,

there is an e�etive resistane in the magnet due to the

energy dissipation. The e�etive resistane is not on-

stant and the following formula annot be used:

V = L

�I

�t

h

1� e

�t=�

i

:

E�etive resistane of magnet depends on urrent and

magneti �eld values throughout the yle as well as on

their time derivatives. The real voltage waveform V (t)

piked experimentally up from the magnet is like that

shown in Fig. 4. The signal obtained by subtration of

V (t) and L(�I=�t) is illustrated in Fig. 4d. Voltage and

urrent integrations give the dissipation in the magnet

per yle (Fig. 5):

P = �

I

�

Z

t

0

�

V (t) � L

�I

�t

dt

��

dI :

Fig. 4. Sketh of the signals of eletri measurements of

magnet loss: (a) the magnet urrent ramp vs. time, (b) volt-

age response of an ideal indutane, () a real magnet voltage

response, and (d) the di�erene between V (t) and L(�I=�t)

oming from the magnet.

The hysteresis area obtained (illustrated in Fig. 5)

equals energy loss per one yle. As was mentioned

above, the eletrial method requires alibration in or-

der to seure the authentiity of the loss number ob-

tained. The alibration is made using the following sim-

ple method. The energy dissipation of a magnet is mea-

sured in a usual way with empty magnet bore. Then

a ooper bar is introdued into the magnet bore and

the losses are remeasured on equal onditions of previ-

ous measurements. The di�erene in the measured loss

gives the energy dissipation in the ooper bar and an be

alulated aurately in Joules per yle per unit length

using the following formula:

hQ



i =

�

�B

�t

�

2

�h

�

w

3

12

�

T

y

; (10)
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where � is the average ondutivity of ooper at given

temperature and �eld throughout the yle, h is the

ooper bar height, w is the ooper bar width, T

y

is

the yle time.

Fig. 5. Sketh of the �nal result of loss measurements in a

superonduting magnet. Dissipation equals the area of the

hysteresis in voltage, V (V =

R

t

0

[V (t) � L

�I

�t

℄dt) and ur-

rent, I axis. The hysteresis area, P is obtained by losed loop

integration (P = �

H

f

R

t

0

[V (t)� L

�I

�t

℄dtgdI).

Fig. 6. Sketh of a possible loss measurement error at un-

desirable signals fae shift. Running fast triggering of urrent

ramp rate signal leads even to a wrong sign of loss. Running

late triggering of urrent ramp rate signal leads to a wrong

number of losses.

Another problem of eletrial method for magnet dis-

sipation measurements ould be the lak of preise trig-

gering of both V (t) and L(�I=�t) signals. A small phase

shift error between them ould lead to a ompletely

wrong loss result. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. As shown,

a phase di�erene an result even a wrong sign of losses

whih is nothing but a physially wrong result. Also a

problem of eletri measurements ould be an o�set af-

ter subtration of V (t) and L(�I=�t) signals illustrated

in Fig. 7. This o�set an ause wrong integration result

and subsequently an inorret number for losses.

Fig. 7. Experimental signal obtained after subtration of

V (t) and L(�I)=�t) signals. An undesirable o�set an be seen

in the �gure.

Fig. 8. Ilustration of orret signals and loss result ob-

tained on SSC model dipole at KEK, Japan.

It is not lear why this o�set ours and sometimes

ould be onneted to a ground voltage. In order to avoid

suh an o�set inuene some people before yle integra-

tion (see Fig. 5) make the time integral of voltage di�er-
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ene equal to zero. This proedure is believed in prinipal

to be orret one, however, we reommend that it is bet-

ter to avoid o�set instrumental way instead of using the

mathematial orretion mentioned above.

Results of a orret measurement of AC losses of a

short model SSC magnet performed at KEK, Japan are

shown as an illustration in Fig. 8. The dissipation ob-

tained is 155 J/yle and the energy in and out the mag-

net is above 100 kJ.

C. Calorimetri Method

The alorimetri method for dissipation measurements

of superonduting aelerator magnets is used at super-

uid helium temperatures only. This is beause the huge

heat ondutivity of superuid helium permits to make

orret heat balane in �-plate ryostat and determine

the loss during urrent/�eld yle. �-plate ryostat is a

ryostat with so alled �-plate below whih a test mag-

net is in ontat with superuid helium. The magnet

is ooled in a pressurized superuid helium at tempera-

ture usually between 1:6 � 2:0 K. In other words there

is no temperature di�erene between superuid helium

and the magnet under onsideration and the tempera-

ture of the magnet during test in pratie immediately

equals the temperature of the helium itself. The prini-

pals of measurement are given by the following simple

thermodynami onsiderations. The magnet under test

and surrounding superuid helium represents a thermo-

dynami system shematially shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Sketh of the thermodynami system representing

the magnet under test ooled by superuid helium.

The heat power in is the heat leek due to the nonideal

adiabatiity of the system (�Q

in

=�t). The heat power in

is also the power dissipation in the magnet under onsid-

eration (�Q

loss

=�t). The heat power out is the refriger-

ation power (�Q

r

=�t). The enthalpy di�erene between

the start and the end of the magnet yling is

�H = hmi

Z

T

f

T

i

hC(T )idT

=

Z

t

0

�

�Q

in

�t

+

�Q

loss

�t

�

�Q

r

�t

�

dt ; (11)

where hmi is the average mass below the �-plate in on-

tat with superuid helium, T

i

is the initial temperature

before magnet yling, T

f

is the �nal temperature after

magnet yling, hC(T )i is the average heat apaity of

everything in ontat with superuid helium (magnet,

helium itself, et.). Beause the temperature inrease is

very small one, T

i

� T

f

, i. e., hmCi an be onsidered

onstant. Thus

hmi

Z

T

f

T

i

hC(T )i dT = hmCi�T : (12)

Substituting (12) in (11) we obtain

hmCi�T

�t

=

�Q

in

�t

+

�Q

loss

�t

�

�Q

r

�t

: (13)

If we swith the refregerator o� just before the magnet

yling Eq. (13) beomes

hmCi�T

�t

=

�Q

in

�t

+

�Q

loss

�t

: (14)

In order to determine losses we need to eliminate �Q

in

=�t

from Eq. (14). This an be done by means of system ali-

bration with the known heat power pulse. Using a heater

we an introdue heat pulses to the pressurized helium

�Q

h1

=�t and �Q

h2

=�t. Then

hmCi =

�

�Q

in

�t

+

�Q

h1

�t

��

�t

�T

�

1

=

�

�Q

in

�t

+

�Q

h2

�t

��

�t

�T

�

2

; (15)

where (�t=�T )

1

and (�t=�T )

2

are the ratios of time

and temperature inreases during the �rst and seond

heat pulses, respetively.

From Eq. (15) we an obtain �Q

in

=�t:

�Q

in

�t

=

(�Q

h2

=�t) (�t=�T )

2

� (�Q

h1

=�t) (�t=�T )

1

(�t=�T )

1

� (�t=�T )

2

: (16)
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After the replaement of (16) into (14) we get for the power dissipation in the magnet under test:

�Q

loss

�t

=

hmCi

(�T=�t)

(�Q

h2

=�t) (�t=�T )

2

� (�Q

h1

=�t) (�t=�T )

1

(�t=�T )

1

� (�t=�T )

2

: (17)

The alorimetri dissipation measurement atually in-

ludes a simple measurements of temperature of pres-

surized superuid helium (by an aurate arbon glass

resistane (CGR) thermometer for instane) and time

during magnet yling. However, it must be notied that

this method requires �-plate ryostat and a large refrig-

eration power. The method is pretty time onsuming one.

A sketh of obtained plot as a result of alorimetri mea-

surements is given in Fig. 10. The temperature of the sys-

tem below the �-plate inreases (resistane of CGR ther-

mometer dereases) upon time without any dissipated

power beause of non-ideal adiabatiity of the system

(Fig. 9).

Fig. 10. Sketh of the plot obtained as a result of a alori-

metri magnet loss measurement in superuid helium.

After introduing a heater power or energizing the

magnet with a ertain ramp rate the slop of the line

CGR(t) is hanging. The alibration of the system, i. e.,

determination of the slop of the line experimentally ob-

tained an be done as explained above. Experimental

data of energy dissipation power per yle in a SSC model

magnet obtained by means of eletrial method at 4.2 K

(full irles and upper line) and by alorimetri method

at 1.8 K are shown in Fig. 11. The model magnet was

made using multi�lamentary NbTi strand with 2.5 � �l-

ament diameter and 0.5wt% Mn in the ooper matrix.

The lower solid line represents the estimated loss using

Eqs. (4){(7). The open irles present data from alori-

metri measurements of dissipation at superuid helium

temperatures. While agreement in dissipation is fairly

good at rates of about 250 � 300 A/s the alorimetri

data deviate from eletri measurements at relatively low

ramp rate. This deviation is probably due to higher rit-

ial urrent density at lower temperature (1.8 K instead

4.2 K) ausing higher magnetization loss in the �laments

at 1.8 K.

As we have indiated at the beginning of the present

paper the dissipation measurements in SSC model mag-

nets have manifested that experimental magnetization

and intrastrand oupling losses were pretty lose to the

alulated ones. However, interstrand oupling dissipa-

tion was away o� in some magnets. Experimental data

were by a fator of 2 � 3 higher than alulated values.

Furthermore, it appeared to be two di�erent type of be-

haviour of quenh urrent of magnets vs. urrent/�eld

ramp rate as shown in Fig. 12.

At one of them quenh urrent stays almost onstant

at low ramp rates and then goes down quikly at higher

rates (type A). Another type of magnets shows degra-

dation of quenh urrent at low ramp rates and then

some sort of plateau vs. the ramp rate (type B). We have

made onsiderable e�orts to �nd out what was the rea-

son for that kind of behaviour and what shall be done to

avoid suh magnet harateristis [10{18℄. It was found

at �rst that the basi reasons for very high experimental

loss were Rutherford able harateristis, not individual

strand properties (strand RRR for instane). Then it was

also found that the oil uring at high pressure and tem-

perature ould lead to a very low interstrand resistane

in ables. To determine that a spei� method for mea-

suring the variety of strand-to-strand resistanes in situ

in the oil after magnet autopsy was developed [10{13℄.

Fig. 11. Comparison between eletri (at 4.2 K) and alori-

metri (at 1.8 K) loss measurements of a SSC model magnet.
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Fig. 12. Illustration of di�erent types of behaviour of

quenh urrent vs. ramp rate for SSC model magnets.

In situ measurements are disussed in details in [10{

13℄. We are going to allude briey here the main �nd-

ings. There are several types of interstrand resistanes

in Rutherford ables: rossover ontats of non-adjaent

strands, side-by-side ontats of adjaent strands, and

roll over ontat of adjaent strands. The in situ method

and models for interpreting the experimental data an

distinguish all of them and whih is very important are

able to determine individual strand-to-strand resistane

of di�erent kind beside a huge number of primary, se-

ondary, and other high order parallel ontats in a able.

Beause of many parallel loops strand-to-strand resis-

tane in Rutherford ables an be very low at the quenh

loations of the oil (of the order of 10 n
) as shown in

Fig. 13 for a SSC model dipole. The quenh loations

in the magnet oil were experimentally found prior to

magnet autopsy by quenh detetion tehnique. One an

see in Fig. 13 that the strand-to-strand resistane is not

uniform among oil turns and an vary onsiderably.

Fig. 13. Measured interstrand resistane in SSC model

magnet.

The in situ results of strand-to-strand resistane have

found reasons why quenh loations are moving toward

the entral plane of magnet oil upon the ramp rate in-

rease. This obviously happens beause turns near mid-

plane are exposed muh stronger to dipole �eld �B=�t

due to a larger loop area of interstrand oupling leading

to a higher loal interstrand dissipation, loal overheat

and subsequent magnet quenh. We show in Fig. 14 an-

other illustration of good agreement between diret in

situ measurements of rossover resistanes and those es-

timated indiretly before magnet autopsy from experi-

mental data for �eld quality (high harmoni �eld mea-

surements) during urrent/�eld ramp.

Fig. 14. Crossover interstrand resistane of a SSC model magnet obtained by diret in situ measurements (open squares)

and by �tting �eld quality results measured during ramp rate (solid line).
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The open squires show in situ data of individual

rossover resistane in a SSC HEB model magnet. Solid

lines represent �tted resistane from �eld quality mea-

surements for the same positions of the magnet oil.

We also found that low interstrand resistane in

Rutherford ables is a basi reason for type A and type

B harateristis of quenh urrent behaviour of mag-

nets [9, 15{17℄. Briey, the A type is due to low rossover

resistane all over the dipole oil that auses high in-

terstrand oupling dissipation and quenh at loations

whih move from the dipole pole to the midplane with

ramp rate inrease. The type B quenh behaviour is due

to some \weak" spots in the oil having low rossover re-

sistane of the able. As a result, indued able urrents

with a large time onstant an ause quenh of urtain

strands leading to a total quenh and type B behaviour

of quenh urrent vs. ramp rate.

D. Setion II onlusions

� The major soure of energy dissipation in super-

onduting aelerator magnets are magnetization

hysteresis of �laments, intrastrand oupling, inter-

strand oupling, and magnetization of iron yoke.

The interstrand oupling in Rutherford ables an

be a major soure of loss alulation error if strand-

to-strand indued urrent deay time for partiular

able is not known. Beause of very low interstrand

resistane Rutherford able oupling losses an be

very high dominating the dissipation among other

omponents of losses.

� The proximity e�et oupling an be redued sub-

stantially by adding small amounts of Mn to the

ooper matrix. Then proximity hysteresis near zero

�eld beomes negletable.

� Transport urrent distribution e�ets, ux pene-

tration through the �laments saturated layer, eddy

urrents in the yoke, ollar, and wedges are minor

soures of dissipation and ould be negleted. Me-

hanial hysteresis is also weak soure of loss.

� The resistane under standard magnet prestress

between adjaent strands is onsiderably lower

than between non-adjaent strands (interstrand re-

sistane anisotropy). The non-adjaent strand re-

sistane an vary sometimes more than one order

of magnitude from turn to turn, as well as in eah

partiular turn of the magnet. The high ramp rate

quenh sites have lower interstrand resistanes and

a lower degree of interstrand resistane anisotropy.

� The interstrand resistane distribution in a magnet

oil appears to be an unique funtion of the able

and oil tehnology and/or magnet assembly pro-

edure. Interstrand resistane of Rutherford ables

inuenes ramp rate quenh urrent magnet har-

ateristis as well as multipole deay time, i. e., the

quality of magneti �eld. Thus, the interstrand re-

sistane strit ontrol in order to make aelerator

magnets with preditable harateristis ould be

a problem at mass prodution of magnets and a

large sale appliation of superondutivity.

� The eddy urrent loss distribution in eah partiu-

lar turn of the magnet oil will depend on interplay

between rossover, side-by-side and rollover resis-

tanes. It appears that rossover resistane plays

the major role in both the quenh urrent hara-

teristis and the �eld quality during the ramp.

III. COOLING PROBLEMS OF INTERACTION

REGIONS QUADRUPOLES IMMERSED

IN SUPERFLUID HELIUM

We are going to onsider the ooling problems at su-

peruid helium of superonduting aelerator magnets

of ollider interation region reviewing harateristis

of LHC (Large Hadron Collider) under onstrution at

CERN.We also are going to disuss studies urried out at

KEK (High Energy Aelerator Organization) of Japan

whih are relevant to it.

The LHC is designed to produe p{p ollisions at en-

ter mass energy E

m

= 14 TeV and luminosity L =

10

34

m

�2

s

�1

. The designed value of vauum in the beam

pipe is 10

�9

Torr. The interation rate of 8 � 10

8

s

�1

represents a power of almost 900 W per beam, the large

amount of whih is direted towards the magnets of in-

teration region (the insertion magnets). The quadrupole

�eld sweeps the seondary partiles into the magnet oil

preferentially along the vertial and horizontal planes,

giving rise to loal peak power density as muh as an

order of magnitude larger that the average one. Besides

both the eÆient 2 m long ollimator system and the

tiker beam tube in the interation region (as sattered

partiles absorber) to be used eah insertion quadrupole

will reeive additional 30 � 35 W heat power oming

mainly from p{p sattering.

Atually there are two types of sattering: p{p and

nulear sattering with air. Sine the probability for

proton{air partiles sattering is low the major soure

of beam sattering heat deposition is p{p ollisions

(Fig. 15). As an illustration loations of LHC ATLAS

interation region ollimator, inner triplet quadrupoles,

and beam separation dipoles as well as additional heat

load oming from beam sattering are shown in Fig. 16.

Suh an additional heat load an ause serious opera-

tional problems for interation region quadrupoles ooled

by superuid helium (1.9 K). For instane, it an inrease

the temperature of the oil above the �-transition whih

immediatelywill overheat the superondutor above rit-

ial temperature beause of muh poorer heat transfer in

He I than in He II. Quenhing interation region mag-

nets will interrupt aelerator operation whih is highly

undesirable. In order to avoid that we are going to dis-

uss what an be done to inrease eÆieny of ooling

the magnet oil in superuid helium.
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Fig. 15. Sattering ourring at interation region; p{p

sattering is the major soure of additional beam loss heating.

Prior to that, however, we will remind to the reader

basi heat transport properties of He II. In a bulk sit-

uation the visosity of superuid omponent of He II

equals zero: �

s

= 0. Visosity of He II equals visosity of

the normal omponent: � = �

n

. Density of He II is an ad-

ditive of superuid omponent density and normal om-

ponent density: � = (�

s

+ �

n

), where the normal density

to superuid density ratio, �

n

=�

s

, is a strong funtion of

temperature T given by

�

n

�

s

=

�

T

T

�

�

5:6

at T < T

�

; (18)

and

�

n

�

s

= 1 at T � T

�

: (19)

Fig. 16. Shemati of LHC ATLAS interation region. Additional heat power load on the ollimator, the insertion

quadrupoles, and the separation dipoles are given in the �gure.

In other words, at temperatures not muh below �-

transition entire He II beomes superuid. The entropy

of superuid omponent of He II equals zero: S

s

= 0.

Entropy of the entire He II equals normal omponent

entropy: S = S

n

. The momentum density of He II in a

narrow hannel (apillary) is

J = �v = �

s

v

s

+ �

n

v

n

= 0 ; (20)

where v

s

and v

n

are the veloities of the superuid and

normal omponents, respetively. A momentum density

equal to zero means that for any given ross-setion of

a apillary (Fig. 17) there is no mass transfer in a on-

traow of superuid and normal omponent of He II. In a

thin apillary (approximately 1 � in equivalent diameter)

there is no perpendiular to the apillary axis omponent

of veloity, i. e., there is no veloity redution (prior to

some ritial value of veloity) of superuid omponent

along the apillary axis:

r� v

s

= 0 at v

s

< v

s

: (21)

Fig. 17. Heat transport of He II in a hannel.

In other words we have onstant veloity of superuid

omponent in a thin apillary and we do not observe

veloity dissipation typial for any visous liquid. Heat
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transport properties of He II in a narrow hannel an

be summarized by onsidering Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. The

temperature inrease at one side of the hannel (Fig. 17)

auses normal omponent to ow in the enter of the

hannel towards the lower temperature loation. The

same mass of superuid omponent of He II goes around

the hannel walls in an opposite diretion as a ontraow.

At relatively low heat ux q (Fig. 18) temperature in-

rease �T vs. q is a straight line (Landau regime). The

heat ux is given by

q =

A

L

d

4

(�S)

2

T

12�

n

�T ; (22)

where A is a onstant, L is the length of the hannel,

and d is the equivalent diameter of the hannel. In Lan-

dau regime there is no dissipation in superuid/normal

omponent ounterow. There is no interation between

thermal exitations of superuid omponent and the nor-

mal one. There is no frition between two omponents of

He II. This ours till superuid/normal omponent on-

traow reahes a ritial veloity that reets to a ritial

heat ux (Fig. 18). Around the ritial heat ow we have

a transition regime and above the ritial point the heat

transport in He II follows the Gorter{Mellink law:

q

3

=

A

3

0

L

Z

(T

b

+�T )

T

b

f

�1

(T )dT ; (23)

where

f

�1

(T ) =

A

GM

(T )�

n

�

s

S

4

T

3

(24)

is the thermal ondutivity of He II, A

0

is the e�e-

tive ross setion area of the ooling hannel, A

GM

is

a Gorter{Mellink parameter.

Atually, f

�1

(T ) is a funtion representing ooling ef-

�ieny of He II and it has a maximumwith temperature.

The ooling eÆieny of He II pressurized at about 1 bar

has a maximum at about 1.9 K and all superonduting

devies to be ooled by He II are designed to operate at

this temperature.

Curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 18 are for di�erent hannel (ap-

illary) diameter d. The upper urve represents �T (q) for

a hannel with smaller diameter. As one an see smaller

hannel (apillary) has higher ritial heat ux for the

transition from Landau regime to Gorter{Mellink regime

of heat transport. In Gorter{Mellink regime the heat ux

vs. temperature di�erene is a ubi dependene. The

thermal exitations in superuid omponent of He II in-

terat with normal omponent of He II whih leads to

frition in the ontraow and sharp inrease of �T vs.

heat ux.

Going bak to ooling problems of interation region

quadrupoles of LHC we have to notie that the peak

beam loss will produe about 8 mW/m

3

additional heat

power deposition to the inner oil itself. Beause of dif-

ferent approahes to beam dissipation the loss alula-

tions give di�erent width of loss peak. Thus, we have

onduted experiments simulating variety of heat load

distribution.

Fig. 18. Sheme of di�erent regimes of heat transport in

He II hannels. Straight lines represent laminar ounterow

of He II (Landau regime). Dashed lines indiate ritial values

of heat ux and the start of dissipation in the ounterow.

Curves at higher heat ux represent Gorter{Mellink regime

of heat transport in He II. The urve on the top represents

the result for a hannel with equivalent diameter, d

1

, larger

than the one for the urve shown at the bottom.

Early studies of additional beam loss problems of in-

teration region quadrupoles were performed at CEA,

Salay. For these experiments insulated stainless steel

plates were used as samples [20℄. We deided to use

Rutherford ables with the same dimensions and key-

stone angle as superonduting one for LHC insertion

quadrupoles but made of Cu{Ni strands and heated by

transport urrent at zero �eld. This is muh loser to re-

ality having in mind that strands in a able insulation

enloses ertain volume of helium due to some voids be-

tween strands.

The aim of these studies was to explore Rutherford

able samples and to �nd out insulation assuring bet-

ter ooling for LHC interation region quadrupoles. The

sample preparation proedure is shown in Fig. 19.

The able speimen (Fig. 19a) has two layers of an

over-wrapped polyimide (upilex) tape and another poly-

imide tape pre-impregnated with epoxy resin wrapped

around the able speimen with 1 � 3 mm gap. After

wrapping with insulation the able speimens were ured

into staks shown on Fig. 19b using standard uring pro-

edure [21℄. One or several \thermometri" ables in a

stak are surrounded by non-heated ables in order to

reprodue onditions for di�erent width of the beam loss

peak.

Thermometri ables are able speimens instru-

mented by thermometers, voltage and urrent leads,

and heated by a transport urrent during measure-

ments. Thermometers installed were CX{1030{BC, Lake

Shore Cryotroni In. They were installed into tiny holes
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(shown on insertion of Fig. 19a) made by a speial dis-

harge method and then sealed by an epoxy resin with

relatively high thermal ondutivity at low temperature

and not permeable to He II. The holes for thermome-

ters are going deeply into the middle of able speimens

just in between two strands in order to avoid any non-

symmetry of heating by the transport urrent. Two G10

aps were attahed at both ends of able stak speimens

with Styast epoxy to be free from the end e�ets due to

longitudinal aess of He II along the able stak.

Fig. 19. Sample preparation proedure: (a) wrapping of two layers of insulation and thermometer loation, (b) view of able

stak, thermometers installation and voltage taps loation, () able stak installed into ompressive lamp.

The ryostat for these experiments shown shemati-

ally in Fig. 20 has an insulating plate (�-plate) separat-

ing He II bath and 4.2 K helium bath. Three speimens

were suspended simultaneously from �-plate and were

immersed in the He II bath. A heat exhanger with J�T

valve was equipped in the He II bath when experiments

were performed under pressurized He II onditions. A

pumping system was used to reate saturated superuid

in He II bath. The vapor pressure in either the He II

bath or the heat exhanger was ontrolled with a pres-

sure ontrol valve, V

1

(Fig. 20). The valve was onneted

to an absolute pressure transduer, P

1

, through an ele-

tri feedbak loop. The transduer was mounted on the

ryostat at room temperature. The temperature of He II

bath was kept onstant between 1.65 K and 2.16 K with

an auray of a few mK throughout the measurements

by means of the ontrol feedbak loop system.

Fig. 20. Experimental set up for studying heat transport from Rutherford-type ables to He II. P

1

and P

2

are absolute

pressure transduers. L

1

and L

2

are liquid He level sensors. T

1

{T

6

are arbon glass resistane thermometers. T

7

{T

12

are CX

thermometers. V

1

is pressure ontrol valve.
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Calibrated arbon glass resistane thermometers

(CGR{1{500, Lake Shore Cryotroni In.) were used for

obtaining He II bath temperature as well as for alibra-

tion of CX thermometers prior to eah experimental run.

Experimental data suh as output voltage of thermome-

ters, output voltage aross the thermometri ables and

output voltage of the shunt resister used to measure the

heating transport urrent through thermometri ables

were measured with three multihannel data reorders.

The data from the reorders were stored in a personal

omputer via GP{IB interfae. The data aquisition sys-

tem made it possible to measure the temperature di�er-

ene between He II bath and the inside of able stak

within less than 5 mK.

We have done number of experiments in pressurized

He II at di�erent temperatures, in saturated He II and

in He I. We have urried out experiments on di�erent

able staks (di�erent number of thermometri ables in

a stak) and various insulation materials. We have also

olleted data for di�erent prestress on staks, unured

samples, et. The results are given in detail in Refs. [21{

24℄ and we are not going to disuss it in this work. We

an notied only that ooling eÆieny does not depend

muh on temperature of pressurized He II around 1.9 K,

on prestress, on uring parameters or presene of epoxy

absorbing material during uring.

Here we are going to disuss part of results obtained

whih we onsider important for understanding a ooling

performane in He II and we believe it an give a sub-

stantial impat for improving ooling harateristis of

magnets. Before starting the disussion we would like to

present results for �T (q) of two samples: able and solid

plate (Fig. 21). Someone an see substantial di�erene

in ooling harateristis, whih on�rms the neessity

of doing suh experiments on Rutherford-type ables in-

stead on solid plates as mentioned above.

Fig. 21. Comparison of ooling eÆieny at 1.90 K of

Rutherford able speimen (Æ | 002CC) and plate speimen

(H | 002CC{f.s.).

We were pretty surprised observing no di�erene in

ooling harateristis of stak speimens ontaining a-

bles with di�erent gap of the seond insulation layer

(Fig. 22). We would expet notieable improvement of

ooling with the gap inrease. A mirosopi examina-

tion of samples has shown that 20 � epoxy layer on the

surfae of the seond insulation tape is too thik and

the epoxy after polymerization (during uring of magnet

oil) \seals" up drastially mirohannels between the

�rst and seond layers of insulation reduing the e�etive

heat transfer from the able struture to the He II bath.

This explains the previous result why ooling eÆieny

does not depend on seond insulation layer gap (Fig. 22).

The answer is: the amount of epoxy is so large that seal-

ing of ooling hannels after polymerization ours with

no di�erene from the width of seond insulation gap we

have.

Fig. 22. Temperature di�erene vs. heat ux power input

at T = 1.9 K for speimen with 1 mm seond insulation

layer gap (Æ | 202AB) and speimen with 3 mm gap (�

| 202AB1).

In order to verify above onsideration, an unured

speimen with 20 � epoxy tape was measured under the

same bath onditions. The results for this stak of a-

bles is not shown, however, the data were very lose to

those for thermally melted adhesive tape and no epoxy

(Fig. 22). Obviously, the result on�rms our assumption.

Fig. 23 shows experimental �T vs. q harateristis for

ured samples with 20 � epoxy on the seond layer of

insulation, with 5 � epoxy layer and with thermally ad-

hesive tape with no epoxy. The insulation tape with re-

dued amount of epoxy (5 �) was developed espeially

for this experiment. As one an see in Fig. 22, the re-

dution of epoxy thikness leads to an improvement of

ooling harateristis. Samples made with no epoxy at

all have the best ooling performane. The improvement

of the ooling performane in omparison with the sam-

ples insulated by a standard 20� epoxy tape is at least

by a fator of two at a heat ux of the beam loss level.

We must notie here that many samples measured

have shown a plateau of �T vs. q harateristis (see

Fig. 23) in superuid region just prior to �-transition in

helium. Samples with open ooling hannels, i. e., with no

epoxy, have the largest plateau. In some samples those

plateaus are so large that the heat ux an be inreased

by a fator of 2 � 3 at pratially onstant �T . This

was never mentioned in previous experiments [20, 25℄
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and ould not be explained by a normal liquid terms. An

introdution of a new powerful ooling mehanism after

lassial Gorter{Mellink type of heat transport an be

learly seen on log{log plot of �T (q) data (Fig. 24).

Fig. 23. Temperature di�erene vs. heat ux power input

at 1.90 K. Data for speimen with 20 � epoxy on the top of

seond layer of insulation are given by irles (Æ | 202AB).

Data for speimen with 5 �m epoxy are given by tilted empty

squares (� | 052AB). Data for speimen with thermally ad-

hesive tape are presented by blak triangles (H | 002CC).

Fig. 24. Log{log plot of temperature di�erene vs. heat

ux power input at 1.90 K for speimen with thermally ad-

hesive insulation tape. The solid line represents �T _ q

3

dependene.

We onsider the volume of He II between the able

strands and enlosed by the insulation to be onneted

with the He II bath via number of small randomly dis-

tributed, di�erent in ross setion and length ooling

hannels throughout the insulation. We onsider that the

equivalent diameter of these hannels ranges from ap-

proximately 1 � up to about 10 �. As shown in Fig. 24 for

one of our samples at low heat ux (about 0.02W/m and

below) �T is negligible and of the order of the sensitiv-

ity level of our measurements. Presumably, in this region

we have laminar two-uid ow heat exhange of Landau

type, i. e., a linear dependene of �T vs. q. This is taking

plae in the hannels with relatively large diameter (for

instane, 10 �). After reahing ritial veloity in these

hannels (see in Fig. 24 heat input above 4�10

�2

W/m)

the heat transfer beomes of Gorter{Mellink type. One

an learly see that experimental points �t fairly well

�T = q

3

dependene (solid line in Fig. 24).

Above 0:15 � 0:20 W/m �T (q) starts to deviate

from Gorter{Mellink behaviour. Obviously, another heat

transfer mehanism beomes dominant. We assume that

the able insulation starts to perform as a superuid �l-

ter. The superuid omponent enters into the able spae

through relatively small (about 1 � in diameter) insu-

lation hannels permeable to the superuid omponent

only and a net mass ow exits the able spae via the

hannels previously providing the Gorter{Mellink type

of heat transfer. Thus, we have He II fored ow heat

transfer due to a kind of self sustained fountain pumping

e�et that we assume ould be responsible for attening

of �T (q) dependene just below the �-point. The fored

ow heat transfer will beome more e�etive with the

inrease of able dissipation until a ritial veloity in

the hannels supplying superuid omponent is reahed

whih presumably will ause a transition to He I heat

transfer regime. For di�erent speimens the plateau o-

urs at di�erent heat input. We ontribute that to the

random properties of able insulation as a super�lter.

Obviously, an insulation that is sealed by epoxy resin

ontaining no relatively small hannels annot perform

as a super�lter and no plateau an be observed on �T (q)

dependene (Fig. 23).

Setion III onlusions

� �T (q) for speimens in the shape of Rutherford

ables exhibit better ooling harateristis than

those for solid plates at the same other He II pa-

rameters.

� The ooling eÆieny of Rutherford-type ables is

strongly a�eted by the amount of epoxy ow dur-

ing uring. The exess of epoxy resin on the seond

layer of insulation seals ooling mirohannels of

insulation during uring of magnet oil (polymer-

ization of epoxy under elevated temperature and

pressure). Bloking ooling hannels results in re-

dution of transported heat to He II bath and wors-

ening of ooling harateristis of magnet oil. That

redution is undesirable espeially for interation

region quadrupoles.

� Cables insulated with a seond insulation layer

with redued amount of epoxy resin (for instane,

5 � thik) give better ooling results than ables in-

sulated by a standard one (20 � thik epoxy layer).

� Best ooling harateristis are obtained for spei-

mens with thermally melted adhesive tape ontain-

ing no epoxy. This is obviously due to the lak of

blokage of any ooling hannels and better aess

of He II to the able.
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� Large plateau on experimental �T (q) dependene

observed just below the �-transition for many spe-

imens presumably is due to fored ow of He II

heat transfer aused by self-sustained fountain ef-

fet pumping. The latest is possible beause the

quantum mehanial behaviour of He II.

� More porous insulation of ables gives an oppor-

tunity for very eÆient heat transfer from magnet

oil to He II bath at the temperature just below

the �-transition.

� Utilizing fountain e�et pumping for enhanement

ooling eÆieny of aelerator magnets by super-

uid helium would give a hane for solving prob-

lems aused by additional beam loss heat load of

interation region quadrupoles.
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PRO DE�K� PROBLEMI VELIKIH NADPROV�DNIH MAGNET�V

V. Kovaqev

�nstitut f�ziki tverdogo t�la �m. �. Nad�akova

Bolgars~ka akadem�� nauk, BG{1784, Sof��, Bolgar��

Perxa qastina ogl�du prisv�qena netoqnost�m anal�tiqnih ta qislovih anal�z�v disipa�Ý ener��Ý v

nadprov�dnih magnetnih priskor�vaqah, wo pra��t~ pri v�dnosno visokih tempah. Obgovoreno netoq-

nost� eksperimentu, a tako� d�erela pohibok pri vim�r�vann�h. Rozgl�nuto korel��� m�� m��puqkovim

oporom struktur Rezerforda ta poved�nko� poslablenn� strumu nadprov�dnih magnet�v. U drug�� qastin�

~ogo ogl�du podano de�k� va�liv� problemi oholod�enn� vvedenih kvadrupol�v dl� velikogo adronnogo

kola�dera (CERN). Eksperimental~n� rezul~tati pri temperatur�, ni�q�� za 2 K, pro�nterpretovano za

dopomogo� mo�livogo samop�dtrimuvanogo nakaquvann�, bazovanogo na kvantovomehan�qnomu fontannomu

efekt� v nadplinnomu

4

He.
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